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TORONTO, ONTARIO--  

 

Recently Discovered High grade 600 foot level zone extended  

 

Vedron Gold Inc., VG-TSXV, and Northcott Gold Inc., LAG-TSXV are  

pleased to announce the drilling results from the  

January-February 2004 exploration program on the Davidson Tisdale  

Property owned by Northcott Gold Inc. The program commenced in  

late January and was completed in late February 2004.  

 

Vedron Gold optioned the property on March 14, 2003 and can earn  

a 50% interest in the property by spending $5 million on  

exploration and development over 5 years. The work commitment of  

$250,000 for the initial year has been completed, and the second  

year of the agreement calls for a further $500,000 to be spent by  

March 14, 2005.  

 

Exploration Drilling is targeting the main zone, a steeply  

dipping quartz-sericite-carbonate alteration zone that hosts  

relatively flat lying auriferous quartz vein systems "QVS".  

Previous work has established the presence of 5 significant QVS  

veins, situated at surface, 100 feet, 300 feet, 400 feet and 500  

feet, or at the 1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th levels, (surface, 30, 100,  

130 and 170 metres) and a new high grade vein system has been  

discovered below the limits of previous exploration activity at  

the 600 foot level or 200 metres below surface elevation.  

 

The present program consisted of 8 completed holes and  

concentrated on exploring the lower vein systems and at depth  

below the existing workings and previous drilling. Results  

indicate that the potential for mineralization below the existing  

development and previous exploration is very good. Holes 325 and  

326 intersected the new high grade QVS zone (600 foot level vein)  

that was first intersected in hole 03-315 (3.4 metres grading  

121.15 g/t) located 50 metres below the known mineralization. The  

zone has been extended to the northwest and southwest of the  

discovery hole.  

 

Results to date continue to demonstrate the on-going expansion of  

the high-grade underground resource, and indicate the presence of  

continued high-grade mineralization below the limits of historic  

mining and development, and previous exploration.  



 

Some of the significant results from the February 2004 program  

are as follows:  

 

4.0 metres grading 64.18 grams gold per tonne or 13.1 feet  

grading 1.872 ounces per ton  

 

8.5 metres grading 30.05 grams gold per tonne or 27.9 feet  

grading 0.877 ounces per ton  

 

23.0 metres grading 20.08 grams gold per tonne or 75.5 feet  

grading 0.586 ounces per ton  

 

Hole 04-318 intersected the 5th level QVS from 182.5 to 186.5 and  

assayed 64.18 grams Au per tonne over the 4.0 metre interval or  

1.872 ounces Au per ton over 13.1 feet. This extends the known  

mineralization to the west of the workings and previously known  

mineralization.  

 

Hole 319 deflected off azimuth and was terminated at 35 metres  

depth  

 

Hole 320 targeted at extended the 5th level vein to the northwest  

intercepted a 0.6 metre vein with no significant assays  

 

Hole 321 targeted at extending the 5th level vein to the  

southeast failed to intercept QVS but encountered a fault zone  

prior to target depth.  

 

Hole 04-322 intersected the 4th level QVS from 138.7 to 144.8 and  

assayed 6.0 grams Au per tonne over the 6.1 metre interval or  

0.175 ounces Au per ton over 20.0 feet. This extends the QVS up  

dip to the southeast of previously known mineralization.  

 

Hole 04-323 was targeted to test for 5th level mineralization up  

dip to the southeast. The extension of the 5th level QVS was  

intercepted and assayed 4.0 grams Au per tonne over 5.0 metres or  

0.117 ounces Au per ton over 16.4 feet. The hole was extended to  

test for a possible east extension of the S vein and intercepted  

an S-zone style QVS from 224.4 to 229.7 which assayed 0.86 grams  

Au per tonne over 6.4 metres. This represents the furthest east  

intersection of the S-zone to date on the property.  

 

Hole 04-324 tested 5th level vein and intercepted QVS with  

visible gold from 159.0 to 161.7 and assayed 9.18 grams Au per  

tonne over the 2.7 metre interval or 0.268 ounces Au per ton over  

8.9 feet.  

 

Hole 04-325 was targeted at the up dip and west and south  

projection of the 5th and 6th level QVS intersected in hole 315  

(197.34 grams Au per tonne over 4.6 metres and 121.15 grams Au  

per tonne over 3.4 metres). The 6th level QVS was intersected  

from 195.5 to 218.5 and assayed 20.08 grams Au per tonne over the  

23.0 metre interval or 0.586 ounces Au per ton over 75.5 feet.  

This extends the 6th level vein to the west and south and up dip  

of hole 315.  

 



Hole 04-326 was targeted at the down dip and west and north  

projection of the 5th and 6th level QVS intersected in hole 315  

(197.34 grams Au per tonne over 4.6 metres and 121.15 grams Au  

per tonne over 3.4 metres). The 6th level QVS was intersected  

from 251.9 to 260.4, west and north of 315 and 80 metres  

downsection of hole 325, and assayed 30.05 grams Au per tonne  

over the 8.5 metre interval or 0.877 ounces Au per ton over 27.9  

feet.  

 

The following table summarizes the results of the January /  

February 2004 drill program.  

/T/ 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Drillhole North   East Section   Az    Dip Depth               Assays 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-318     9934  10080    Sect 300     -85   272       5th level vein 

                         125SW Grid NW            intercepted on Sect 

                                                   150SW - extends hi 

                                                 grade mineralization 

                                                  to West 182.5-186.5 

                                                 64.18 gpt/4.0 metres 

                                                 or 1.872 oz.Au / ton 

                                                       over 13.1 feet 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-319     9934  10080    Sect 340     -88    35  Hole stopped due to 

                         125SW Grid NW            excessive deviation 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-320     9934  10080    Sect 004     -87   217       no significant 

                         125SW Grid NW                         assays 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-321     9882  10081    Sect 352     -80   230       no significant 

                         150SW Grid NW                         assays 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-322   9781.5  10154    Sect 335     -59   284       4th level vein 

                       137.5SW Grid NW            intercepted-extends 

                                                 zone up-dip to South 

                                                    138.7-144.8 - 6.0 

                                                    gpt/6.1 metres or 

                                                    0.175 oz.Au / ton 

                                                       over 20.0 feet 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-323   9942.5 10089.5   Sect 150     -46   254       5th level vein 

                       112.5SW Grid SE            intercepted-extends 

                                                 zone up-dip to South 

                                                  147.6 - 152.6 - 4.0 

                                                    gpt/5.0 metres or 

                                                    0.117 oz.Au / ton 

                                                       over 16.4 feet 

                                               and S-Vein intercepted 

                                                      - furthest east 

                                                    intercept to date 

                                                 223.3 - 229.7 - 0.86 

                                                    gpt/6.4 metres or 

                                                    0.025 oz.Au / ton 

                                                       over 21.0 feet 



--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-324   9942.5 10089.5   Sect 150     -85   257       5th level vein 

                      112.5SW Grid SE                     intercepted 

                                                 159.0 - 161.7 - 9.18 

                                                  gpt / 2.7 metres or 

                                                    0.268 oz.Au / ton 

                                                        over 8.9 feet 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-325   9971.5 10043     Sect 150     -70   248    Extension of 600' 

                      137.5SW Grid SE          level vein - 30 metres 

                                                 to west and south of 

                                                    315 195.5 - 218.5 

                                            - 20.08 gpt / 23.0 metres 

                                                 or 0.586 oz.Au / ton 

                                                       over 75.5 feet 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

04-326     9833 10124     Sect 330     -56   317    Extension of 600' 

                      137.5SW Grid NW           vein - 50 metres west 

                                                 and north of 315 And 

                                               80 metres down section 

                                                  of hole 325 - 251.9 

                                                - 260.4 - 30.05 gpt / 

                                                  8.5 metres or 0.877 

                                                oz.Au / ton over 27.9 

                                                                 feet 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                                                     

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                      9       holes          2114    

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

/T/ 

 

All exploration work was conducted under Kenneth Guy, P. Geo.,  

designated Qualified Person for Vedron Gold. Analytical services  

were provided by Expert Laboratories, Rouyn, Quebec.  

 

Drilling is planned to commence again in late March with another  

2,000 metre drilling program.  

 

Shares: 37,217,863  

 

-30- 

 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 

Tom Meredith 

President of Vedron Gold 

(416) 368-0099 
www.vedron.com 
or 

Cynthia Le Sueur-Aquin 

President of Northcott Gold 

(705) 788-9186 
www.northcottgold.com 
The TSX Venture Exchange has not reviewed and does not accept 

responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 

 


